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Page 3  Location: Abstract, line 19.
Is now: potentially digestible detergent fibre
Should be: potentially digestible neutral detergent fibre

Page 26 Location: Section 3.3.3, line 2.
Is now:
\[ uCP \ (g/kg\ DM) = \frac{(\text{NH}_3^{\text{blank}} + N_{\text{sample}} - \text{NH}_3 N_{\text{sample}})}{\text{weight (mg DM)} \times 6.25 \times 1000} \]
Should be:
\[ uCP \ (g/kg\ DM) = \frac{(\text{NH}_3 N_{\text{blank}} + N_{\text{sample}} - \text{NH}_3 N_{\text{sample}})}{\text{weight (mg DM)}} \times 6.25 \times 1000 \]

Page 14 Location: 1.4., line 18.
Is now: NO\textsubscript{2}
Should be: N\textsubscript{2}O

Page 30 Location: section 4.3, line 4.
Is now: The pH and NH\textsubscript{3} concentration in the rumen decreased
Should be: The pH decreased and the NH\textsubscript{3} concentration in the rumen increased

Page 38 Location: section 5.2, line 17
Is now: overvalued the protein evaluation system in NRC
Should be: overvalued in the protein evaluation system NRC

Page 47 Location: section 5.6, line 4
Is now: no need for concentrate CP supplementation
Should be: no need for increased concentrate CP supplementation